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E DI T O R ’ S L E T T E R
V i si oni zi ng : S tr a tegizin g wit h t h e Hol y Spirit
I have always been an advocate for being strategic, deliberate, and replicable in ministry. I have frequently discovered
our planning relies extensively on our own dreams and vision for ministry, and the pathway to implementation is often
our own best ideas. Some people are gifted for structural organization, strategizing, and the execution of those ideas,
but when those skills are coupled with the leading of the Holy Spirt, we accomplish God’s vision and plan for ministry.

Magazine Editor

This past January, the Executive Ministry Team (EMT) of Chi Alpha met for three days during which we reﬂected on the
vast changes that have occurred in Chi Alpha Nation over the past ﬁve years. In addition, we also inquired of the Lord
as to where He wants Chi Alpha to be in the coming ﬁve years. Then, as the EMT, we took the next bold step, laying
aside our desires and wishes in order to clearly hear from the Lord on how to get there. This is a process I call “visionizing,” strategizing with the Holy Spirit in discerning the future direction of a ministry or organization.

In Chi Alpha, we do not desire random. We believe the most strategic mission ﬁeld in the world, the secular university,
deserves deliberate attention. In part, Chi Alpha does this by regularly holding several conferences and gatherings. Chi
Alpha also prepares future missionaries through our Campus Missionaries-in-Training internship program.

During the EMT’s three days together, the Holy Spirit clearly revealed six speciﬁc and strategic items relating to where
He wants Chi Alpha to be in the next ﬁve years. We are taking time to consult with Him on how He wants us to get there
and Chi Alpha will unveil the six things the Lord spoke to us at a later date. We train and plan with the Holy Spirit to fulﬁll
our mission to reconcile students to Christ, transforming the university, the marketplace, and the world.

Thank you for partnering with us!

E. SCOTT MARTIN is the senior national director of Chi
Alpha Campus Ministries, U.S.A. He previously served as
the Student Mission Director for 18 years. He has served
with Chi Alpha since May 1986, where he pioneered Chi
Alpha on The University of Arizona. He and his family
along with two great teams of “give a year” Chi Alpha
volunteers also pioneered Chi Alpha in Central Eurasia.
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relationships. We also want no campus mission-

BY STEFANIE CHAPPELL

Special Forces

ary to ever feel alone on the ﬁeld. We work hard

I have always been fascinated with Special Forces.

to make sure our campus missionaries are

The members of this exemplary group train for

qualiﬁed and so well versed in our mission and

years to learn the skills needed to operate

strategy that they can serve fruitfully to whatever

eﬀectively when called upon. The relationships

kind of campus God has called them.

among them are vital to their success—they grow
to honor and trust one another implicitly. They

One speciﬁc group of the national team that

are so well versed in the strategy and purpose of

works diligently at these endeavors is the Field

the mission that they can adapt their tactics if

Team, on which I have the privilege of serving.

they run into a problem and still get the job done.
-

Along with Paul Austin (Pioneering Director),
Delyn Cole (Coaching and Assessment Specialist),

Some of the characteristics of this amazing

Jerry Gibson (Local Church Specialist), Mike

population are inspiring and helpful from which

Olejarz (Field Specialist), and eight exceptional

to learn. We work wholeheartedly to maintain

Area Directors who lead from the ﬁeld, our team

healthy relationships across XA Nation—we know

works to make sure we have missionaries who are

the Gospel ﬂourishes and people best reﬂect

connected and qualiﬁed on campuses that are

God’s character in an environment of healthy

ripe for harvest.

Dream Big and Get ‘Er Done!
One of the greatest things about our team is that we get to dream great, big God-sized dreams and be the “get
‘er done” implementers. We envision what God may have for Chi Alpha, and work to see these dreams come to
life. Here are a few of the things we are working on now:
• Planting new ministries on campus - we are praying and working toward 80 more healthy Chi Alpha
groups in the next ﬁve years.
• Seeing the groups we currently have become developed in our Four Priorities of our Healthy Chi
Alpha initiative.
• Ensuring our missionaries are healthy and increase their ministry eﬀectiveness through coaching
and assessment.
• Training local churches to eﬀectively minister to university students on campus.

All of these aspects help us to live our mission, and with our Area Directors and the larger Chi Alpha team, we get
to help make it happen.
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COACHING TESTIMONY: ALYSSA STROH
New Director Training has truly raised me up to become so much

Delyn Cole. Our conversation has been life transformational. The

better of a leader than I would have ever anticipated. Prior to the

coaching helped me think and evaluate situations in a way I never

training, I had very little understanding of what it meant to be a leader

thought was possible. The training pushed me beyond my comfort

and director for Chi Alpha. I barely had enough experience to help me

zone into my God-capacity.

stay aﬂoat for my ﬁrst year, but not much beyond that. I honestly
don’t know if I could have made it long term if I hadn’t gone through

I know I would not be as well equipped as a director without the

the training. The training has grown my capacity and ability to be the

leadership and willingness of Mike, Paul, and Delyn to pour their

very best that God has called me to be as a Chi Alpha Director.

lives into me as a new director. I am so incredibly thankful for the
new director training program and the amazing leaders I had the

My favorite part has been the coaching that I’ve gotten to do with

opportunity to connect with through it.

>THE TRAINING PUSHED ME
BEYOND MY COMFORT ZONE INTO
MY GOD-CAPACITY.
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BY PAUL AUSTIN

Driving down a dirt road past a ﬁeld of

what has stayed with me is how

idea is to plant healthy ministries with

golden wheat swaying in the wind

scientists know when an animal has

teams that can raise up and release

always inspires me. When E. Scott Martin

reached maturity. An elephant calf, for

leaders to do the same.

shares the next prophetic conﬁrmation

example, is considered mature when

of the coming awakening, this is often

she can reproduce. When we pioneer a

A great example of this strategy was

the picture I see in my mind. We are in

new ministry, we are not just looking for

recently realized just this past January

the process of preparing for a harvest,

that ministry to grow in size but to get to

when I returned to Columbus State

which is why pioneering new chapters

a healthy point of reproducing disciples

University with Ouida Bradford, the

and creating health among existing

and releasing laborers.

Georgia Chi Alpha Director. We were

chapters is one of our top priorities.

meeting in the same space we had met
One strategy in pioneering is to identify

in nine years ago with her initial pioneer-

Our work to expand Chi Alpha on 400

campuses with the highest probability

ing team when she was campus pastor.

campuses in ﬁve years is built on a

of producing future Chi Alpha leaders.

commitment to healthy development,

Whenever a missionary team goes to a

Whether a new plant or an existing Chi

not a rapid push for more pins on the

new campus, we work to ensure they

Alpha chapter, as we continue to grow

map. But how does one measure

are supported through training and

in health, we will experience the beauty

health? I always loved biology class, and

coaching for the ﬁrst three years. The

of growth.
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ALUMNI IN THE MARKET SPOTLIGHT:
WESLEY GUNSELMAN

BY JAY M. WOODWARD

Wesley Gunselman graduated from the
University of Central Arkansas in 2011
with a Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science. Following graduation, he
completed

the

Campus

Mission-

ary-in-Training (CMIT) program at UCA
and helped re-pioneer the Chi Alpha
ministry at Texas Christian University.

After a year and a half on campus at TCU,
he transitioned into the marketplace,
spending two years teaching elementaryage kids at a Montessori charter school.
He then stepped back from full-time
teaching to begin his own life coaching
business, Well House Coaching.

How can life coaching help people and

Describe your vision for the alumni in

how did Chi Alpha help prepare you to do

your area. I really want to see the alumni

Wesley currently lives in Fort Worth,

it? A life coach helps people strategize

of Chi Alpha carry the vision we received

Texas with his wife and fellow Chi Alpha

how to achieve speciﬁc goals. It’s not done

in school. The passion we carried while in

alumnus Jane, who he married in 2014.

by telling the client what to do, but by

school does not need to fade away once

allowing the client to discover new options

we enter the marketplace. People still

he or she hasn’t thought of before.

need godly relationships in their lives,

Describe the impact Chi Alpha had on you
as a student. Chi Alpha really helped me

and we can still provide that for people.

reconsider all of my knowledge of faith

Chi Alpha really helped me build a desire

and Christianity I received growing up and

to have one-on-one conversations with

I really want to see a community that

allowed me to develop my own faith by

people. When I discovered coaching, I

extends beyond the walls of the

ﬁltering everything I know through a new

found a way to have even more eﬀective

churches of the area. I want our alumni

lens. Christianity is about helping people

conversations about spiritual development

to know there are other like-minded

ﬁnd healing and salvation, not simply

without feeling the need to insert my

people in our community and that we’re

telling people what they’re doing wrong.

own opinion.

not doing it alone.
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Follow both your local and the
national Chi Alpha ministries on
social media: @chialphausa
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P R A Y

Pray for God to bring more
missionaries to help pioneer Chi
Alpha campus groups.
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To connect with a missionary near you go to:
ChiAlpha.com/Locator
Support National Chi Alpha’s 20/20 campaign at:
ChiAlpha.com/Give
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